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 This week has been nothing short of eventful for cotton, both in the field and out.  On a positive 
note, planting is in full swing after most of the Cotton Belt received much needed rainfall.  Conversely, 
USDA’s May WASDE report contained adjustments which at first glance appeared bearish creating 
some negative vibes within the market.

Planting Progress
 As for planting, most locations are on pace or exceeding their five year average as seen in this 
table through May 7th.

   State  May 7, 2017  May 7, 2016  5 Year Avg
   Alabama 35%   41%   33%
   Georgia 22%   22%   20%
   Carolina 15%   9%   18%
   Oklahoma 30%   7%   8%
   Texas  16%   17%   19% 
   U.S.  21%   25%   25%

Southeast Crop Conditions
 The adage of always being a week away from a drought certainly holds true. Despite last 
weekend’s much needed rain, we are quickly losing moisture in only a few days’ time. Planters, 
nonetheless, seized the opportunity and took to the fields.  Forecasts are calling for showers to return 
over the next few days so planting will continue in hopes moisture can be retained.  If you happen to 
find yourself in a location that misses this rain, remember the calendar is still our friend allowing us to 
wait on more favorable soil conditions.
 Following this most recent storm system, cooler temperatures took its toll on young seedlings 
by significantly stunting their growth.  This created the perfect environment for thrips damage. As a 
result, earlier planted cotton, in many cases, warranted a foliar insecticide application. Going forward, 
however, the thrips estimator models reflect more favorable growing conditions and the migration of 
thrips into cotton to subside thus minimizing the need for foliar applications as seed treatments should 
be able to hold their own. 



Southwest Crop Conditions 
 Conditions and crop progress in West 
Texas, like always, vary from one location to the 
next. Northern counties in the panhandle have 
received rainfall over the past two weeks, while 
counties south of Lubbock are in desperate need 
of a rain. Planting started in full swing this week 
for northern areas that have an earlier insurance 
planting deadline, and with warm temperatures 
and little rainfall in the forecast, planting progress 
should increase rapidly over the next two weeks. 
 Producers in the Rolling Plains, however, 
are still on hold for the most part. Field preparations 
do continue, but most areas missed out on a rain 
this week which might have enticed some to start 
planting soon. Luckily, we do have rain chances 
for late next week that will hopefully deliver the 
moisture we need to get things started. 

Grasshopper Control on Seedling Cotton 
 We all should know it’s impossible to 
fool Mother Nature. Just as you think you’ve 
conquered all she can muster, she throws a 
curve ball.  With the adoption of minimal tillage 
practices, grasshoppers have become a more 
prominent insect pest of cotton.  Ron Smith, 
Extension Entomologist for Auburn University, 
warns us that the most susceptible stage of cotton 
to grasshopper damage is the “crook” stage 
- just as it emerges.  The biggest threat from 
their feeding damage is stand reduction. Both 
immatures and adult grasshoppers can be found 
in fields now.  Immatures require 30 to 50 days 
to reach the adult stage and are much easier to 
control than the adults.  Dr. Smith reminds us that 
there is no economic threshold for this insect, so 
he suggests treating based on potential risk rather 
than thresholds.  Immatures can be controlled with 
rather low rates of insecticides such as acephate, 
Bidrin, Lorsban, or pyrethroids.  He goes on to 
mention that by adding a couple of ounces of 
Dimilin to the tank mix, residual control of late 
emerging grasshoppers can be obtained. 

Dicamba and 2,4,D Herbicide Programs
 Don’t be fooled into thinking that the two 
new herbicide technologies will be the silver 
bullet in fighting glyphosate resistant weeds, even 
though the hype may lead one to think so.  Those 
choosing to plant tolerant varieties with the intent 
on using either of these herbicides should instead 
consider it an added tool in a multi-pronged 
approach.  Some of these steps you’ve probably 
already taken, depending on how far along you are 
in planting.  However, to review, or provide some 

food for thought in the coming year, let’s look at 
each step.

1. Burndown – An early spring application is 
critical to providing a weed free environment 
in which to plant. Weather conditions this 
spring were very conducive to obtaining 
effective burndown results. 

2. Preemerge Residual Herbicides – A cotton 
weed control program cannot be successful 
without the use of residual herbicides at 
planting.  Such herbicides complement the 
burndown applications by extending the 
length of time a field is weed free. I know 
many of you are beyond this step, but I 
would encourage the use of residuals if 
not this year certainly next. When choosing 
prememerge herbicides, a tank mix of two 
with varying modes of action provides the 
most effective control.  Some examples of 
this would be Reflex + Warrant or Direx + 
Warrant.  Keep in mind the more effective 
your premerge program is the less pressure 
there will be on your postemerge herbicides.

3. Postemerge Applications – Weed escapes 
are inevitable since these first two 
approaches will ultimately break down.  
Escaped weeds are much easier to kill when 
small, preferably less than three inches.  
It is very important to know the particular 
weed species present and detect them 
early for optimum control.  This is where 
Dicamba and 2, 4, D fit on varieties tolerant 
to their chemistry.  The first post application 
is normally two to three weeks after 
planting, followed by a second application 
two to three weeks after the first. Of course, 
by now everyone should be aware of the 
potential for off-target movement of these 
auxin herbicides and the steps one should 
take to prevent this from occurring. Please 
abide by all label restrictions when using 
Enlist Duo or XtendiMax.  In addition, those 
of you who chose not to use these new 
technologies have previous post materials 
from which to select.

4. The final step in a good herbicide program 
is a lay-by application.  Direx + MSMA is 
effective, especially where pigweeds are 
a problem.  Roundup should be added if 
grasses are present.  
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ATTENTION:
AQCA and Choice Cotton Company have relocated their offices to

169 East Main Street
Prattville, Alabama 36067. 

Please note our new mailing address and send all future documents to this location. 


